Engineered catalytic RNA and DNA : new biochemical tools for drug discovery and design.
Since the fundamental discovery that RNA catalyzes critical biological reactions, the conceptual and practical utility of nucleic acid catalysts as molecular therapeutic and diagnostic agents continually develops. RNA and DNA catalysts are particularly attractive tools for drug discovery and design due to their relative ease of synthesis and tractable rational design features. Such catalysts can intervene in cellular or viral gene expression by effectively destroying virtually any target RNA, repairing messenger RNAs derived from mutant genes, or directly disrupting target genes. Consequently, catalytic nucleic acids are apt tools for dissecting gene function and for effecting gene pharmacogenomic strategies. It is in this capacity that RNA and DNA catalysts have been most widely utilized to affect gene expression of medically relevant targets associated with various disease states, where a number of such catalysts are presently being evaluated in clinical trials. Additionally, biotechnological prospects for catalytic nucleic acids are seemingly unlimited. Controllable nucleic acid catalysts, termed allosteric ribozymes or deoxyribozymes, form the basis of effector or ligand-dependent molecular switches and sensors. Allosteric nucleic acid catalysts promise to be useful tools for detecting and scrutinizing the function of specified components of the metabolome, proteome, transcriptome, and genome. The remarkable versatility of nucleic acid catalysis is thus the fountainhead for wide-ranging applications of ribozymes and deoxyribozymes in biomedical and biotechnological research.